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Abstract
A major challenge in the subject of noise exposure in airplanes is to achieve a desired transmission loss of lightweight struc-
tures in the low-frequency range. To make use of appropriate noise reduction methods, identification of dominant acoustic 
sources is required. It is possible to determine noise sources by measuring the sound field quantity, sound pressure, as well as 
its gradient and calculating sound intensity by post-processing. Since such a measurement procedure entails a large amount 
of resources, alternatives need to be established. With nearfield acoustical holography in the 1980s, a method came into 
play which enabled engineers to inversely determine sources of sound by just measuring sound pressures at easily acces-
sible locations in the hydrodynamic nearfield of sound-emitting structures. This article presents an application of nearfield 
acoustical holography in the aircraft fuselage model Acoustic Flight-Lab at the Center of Applied Aeronautical Research 
in Hamburg, Germany. The necessary sound pressure measurement takes one hour approximately and is carried out by a 
self-moving microphone frame. In result, one gets a complete picture of active sound intensity at cavity boundaries up to a 
frequency of 300 Hz. Results are compared to measurement data.
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1 Introduction

In many practical situations, the measurable acoustic radia-
tion of sound pressure does not allow to draw conclusions 
about sound sources producing unwanted noise. In the case 
of an aircraft cabin, this instance can be due to reflections. 
To find those dominant radiating surface segments, called 
sources, an acoustic intensity measurement would have to be 
carried out in the entire cabin. Thus, to determine dominant 
noise sources with a reasonable measurement effort, new 
procedures of noise source identification are required. In this 
article, a method based on nearfield acoustical holography 
(NAH) is being investigated in application to a cylindrical 
approximation of an aircraft, the Acoustic Flight-Lab (AFL), 
at the Center of Applied Aeronautical Research in Hamburg, 
Germany.

1.1  Problem statement

The elimination or reduction of noise sources is a major 
concern of the automobile, aircraft, appliance and machine 
manufacturers. As a result, understanding the causes of noise 
generation can significantly improve product performance. 
The diagnosis of noise due to vibration begins with meas-
urement of sound and vibration quantities. However, in a 
complicated measurement environment, it can be difficult 
to gain information about noise sources because of inacces-
sible measurement locations. Usually, a lack of information 
between vibrations and the resulting radiation of sound pres-
sure is in place when applying conventional measurement 
methods based on accelerometers, microphones or sound 
intensity probes. In addition, limited resources often lead to 
local measurements, whereby information about the sound 
field is obtained at certain locations and no overall picture of 
the acoustic environment can be obtained. Finally, measured 
values that are uncorrelated to the actual sound source due to 
many reflective surfaces pose additional challenges.

In the present application, the primary structure is cov-
ered by insulating material, except of the floor panels, which 
prevents the attachment of accelerometers and measurements 
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by laser Doppler vibrometry. Furthermore, sound sources 
over the entire cabin should be determined, which means 
that a sound intensity measurement involves a dispropor-
tionately large amount of resources.

1.2  Solution approach

The stated difficulties can be tackled using methods of 
inverse sound source reconstruction. Here, on the basis of a 
mathematical sound radiation model, an overall picture of 
acoustic sinks and sources in the stationary sound field can 
be created. The choice of the mathematical model depends 
on the acoustic environment. Since the investigations take 
place in the frequency range < 300 Hz, a modal approach 
for calculating the sound propagation in the aircraft cavity 
should serve as a model assumption. For irregularly shaped 
geometries, the finite element method (FEM) is an appropri-
ate possibility to calculate the required modal quantities in 
the form of pairs of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Thus, it 
is used here in application to a sound field inside the aircraft 
mock-up AFL.

1.3  State‑of‑the‑art

First progress on inverse methods is documented in the sub-
ject of image processing in [1]. Nowadays, these methods 
are still in use. They form the basis for computer tomogra-
phy. Since the work in [2], it is known that the properties 
existence, uniqueness and convergence of an inverse math-
ematical solution always need to be clarified to check if it is 
ill-posed. The question of ill-posed problems further leads 
to the subject of regularization. Subsequent to the growth of 
applications in image processing, inverse methods improv-
ing electron microscopy in [3] form the basis for optical 
holography based on Fourier optics, which is summarized in 
Chapter 9 in [4]. Analogous to visual abilities, separate light 
sources are used here to detect objects by measuring the 
coherent distribution of the scattered wave field. An inverse 
formulation for planar radiators is documented in [5]. By 
transferring this method to acoustics, which is summarized 
in [6], one comes across with the far-field resolution limit. 
Next, if sound-emitting structures are considered and no 
source of acoustic “illumination” is used, the interpretation 
of the inverse diffraction problem changes. Both steps lead 
to the development of NAH in [7]. Therefore, the inverse 
formulation is transferred from optics to acoustics [8], while 
the measurement positions are adapted to the issue of acous-
tical resolution by moving into the hydrodynamic nearfield, 
as defined in [9]. Understanding about the fact that inverse 
versions of already existing acoustic computation meth-
ods, like Fourier acoustics, in combination with nearfield 
measurements form a powerful tool of source identification 
leads to further progress in NAH. Accordingly, a variety of 

NAH methods exist which are based on different mathemati-
cal models. Besides the Fourier-transform, these methods 
comprise the boundary element method [10], the Green’s 
function method [11], the Helmholtz equation least-squares 
method [12], transfer function methods [13] with transi-
tion to beamforming [14] and aero-acoustic measurements 
[15], the equivalent source method [16], Bayesian focus-
ing [17] and the FEM [18]. The application scenario deter-
mines which model is used. Measured transfer paths can 
replace mathematical models, but the measurement effort 
can be disproportionate. Since NAH methods often use 
microphone arrays, it is sometimes necessary to distinguish 
between sources on both sides of the array which can be due 
to reflections. Accordingly, double-layer imaging techniques 
for the characterization of sound sources in confined spaces 
have been developed [19, 20]. For the application of inverse 
sound source reconstruction in an aircraft test environments 
valuable remarks concerning vibro-acoustic properties of 
such cylindrical structures can be taken from [21]. Fruitful 
applications of sound field reconstruction methods in flight 
can be found in [22–24]. More recent examples in [25–28] 
show that NAH methods can be used in a complementary 
way to methods like beam-forming, intensity measurements, 
transfer path and panel contribution analysis when dealing 
with sound fields in vehicles, especially when a global pic-
ture of sound sources is requested.

1.4  Objectives

The FEM-based NAH in [18] is used here for interior noise 
source identification on the basis of inversely identified 
sound field quantities at cavity boundaries. For the present 
single aisle mock-up structure with point force excitation, 
methodological refinements concerning eigen-solutions 
with Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions are nec-
essary. In contrast to preliminary works in [18], the aim is 
to determine sound intensities upon the surface of insulation 
material covering the primary structure. In a preceding step, 
reconstructed particle velocities on floor panels will be com-
pared to measured structural velocities to evaluate occurring 
errors involved in the inverse procedure.

2  Measurement environment

The AFL test rig in Fig. 1 has a total length of approximately 
8.5 m and is further explained in [29]. Inner acoustic foam 
wedges generate a free-field-like boundary condition in 
x-direction. An electromagnetic shaker excites the stiffened 
cylindrical structure by a random noise signal. A schematic 
representation of the test environment is found in Fig. 2. The 
AFL is closed at its front and back by muffling caps. The 
microphone array for the NAH measurements is attached to 
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a transverse beam which is not connected to the structure. 
The microphone frame can be moved automatically using a 
stepper motor.

2.1  Microphone positions

The microphone positioning depends on the smallest bend-
ing wavelength to be reconstructed on the structure. Other 
influencing factors such as the dynamic range of the meas-
urement set-up are treated in [18]. The highest frequency to 
be considered results from the selected modal approach in 
the following section. If the diameter of the cylindrical AFL 
is taken as characteristic length and a low acoustic modal 
density by means of a maximum tolerated acoustic Helm-
holtz number of three according to chapter 9 in [30], the 
cut-off frequency of 260 Hz results. At 260 Hz, the structural 
waves occurring result from local structural response super-
imposed on global structural modes, see figure 6 in [31]. 
Accordingly, structural wave lengths can be assigned to the 
low-frequency range (< 160 Hz) and to the mid-frequency 
range between 160 and 260 Hz, as introduced in [21]. The 
shortest wavelength appearing in the measurement data has 

a length of approximately 0.3 m. To meet the Nyquist–Shan-
non sampling theorem, microphones are installed in a dis-
tance of 0.15 m to each other on the measurement frame. 
A configuration with 65 microphones conformal to the 
structure’s boundaries in Fig. 3 is chosen. In that figure, the 
model boundaries coincide with the mock-up’s aluminum 
skin and with floor panels which surround the contained air 
volume. Microphone positions are marked with black dots.

The chosen number of microphones offers a compromise 
between total weight of the microphone frame, cabling effort 
and resolution of the inner sound pressure field. The prereq-
uisite for this decision is that the microphones at the edge 
contain the information about the internal sound field with 
a sufficiently high density of measurement positions and 
therefore no further microphones are required in the middle 
of the cavity. This fact results from Sect. 4.3. in [32], in that, 
the calculation of a sound field with given geometry is solely 
possible through sound pressures at its boundary. There-
fore, it is assumed that any sound field can be calculated by 
a complete set of eigen-functions which fulfill pre-defined 
boundary conditions. In the following description, Neumann 
and Dirichlet boundary conditions are necessary.

Fig. 1  Measurement environment—a overall view of the cylindrical aircraft cabin mock-up AFL with muffling caps at the front and at the back; 
excitation is realized by an electromagnetic shaker; loudspeakers are not used; b inner view of the cabin
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2.2  Measurement procedure

With an array step size of 0.15 m designed in the previ-
ous section, the length of the measurement region is 6.9 m. 
Consequently, there are 47 positions in total the microphone 

array moves to inside the mock-up. Time data recording is 
conducted with reference impedance sensor between the 
structure and the electromagnetic shaker. According to [21], 
the shaker is attached to a stiffener to achieve the desired 
structural response in the intended frequency range. The 

Fig. 2  Schematic of the measurement environment in the cylindri-
cal aircraft mock-up made from aluminum; a conformal micro-
phone array consisting of 65 microphones of type Brüel & Kjær 

4958 is moved in x-direction automatically to measure the response 
due to the excitation by the electromagnetic shaker of type 
TIRA S51120MOSP

Fig. 3  Microphone positions 
(black dots) displayed on a finite 
element mesh at a frequency 
of 70 Hz; the bottom measur-
ing row slightly deviates from 
its conformal state because of 
uncertainties during installa-
tion; the maximum element size 
is chosen with a twelfth of the 
acoustic half-wavelength
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frequency response is calculated according to chapter 7.3 
in [33] with a sampling frequency of 8192 Hz. An overlap 
between time data blocks of 95% and Hann-windowing is 
applied. The signal-to-noise ranges from 30 to 40 dB. The 
result of the sound pressure measurement is presented for 
the frequency of 90 Hz in Fig. 4. The loudspeakers in Fig. 2 
are not used.

These measurement data form the input variable for the 
inverse method described in the following section.

3  NAH method based on finite elements

FEM-based NAH grounds on the fact that the acoustic trans-
fer matrix between particle velocities at cavity boundaries 
and sound pressures at microphone positions is calculated. 
Hereafter, the transfer matrix is inverted and multiplied by 
measured sound pressures. The calculation is carried out 
according to [18] with the approach of combining the two-
dimensional finite element model in Fig. 3 with one-dimen-
sional analytical model. The assumption made here is that 
the cross section of the AFL does not change.

Circular eigen-frequencies �2D of the two-dimensional 
model in Fig. 3 are the entries on the main diagonal of 
�2D

∈ ℝ
E×E , where �2D calculates according to Equa-

tion 9.41 in [34]:

�2D ∈ ℝ
N×N and �2D

∈ ℝ
N×E represent the stiffness and 

the projection matrix of the two-dimensional finite element 
model. (…)

T marks a matrix transpose. N is the number of 
degrees of freedom of the model with linear basis func-
tions. The variable E labels the number of eigen-solutions 

(1)�2D
=

√

�2DT

�2D�2D.

resulting from the eigenvalue problem, which contains the 
natural boundary condition of a vanishing pressure gradient:

Here, �2D ∈ ℝ
N×N is the mass matrix. The wavenumber 

eigen-solutions of the complete cavity k
n
 calculate with:

c is the speed of sound. Indices l and m are chosen in a 
way, that the l th eigen-frequency of the two-dimensional 
model and the m th analytic eigen-frequency of a one-dimen-
sional standing wave with length L and Dirichlet bound-
ary condition are projected on the single index n assigned 
to the wavenumber k

n(l,m) in ascending order, namely 
0 ≤ k1(l,m) ≤ k2(l,m) ≤ … ≤ k

n(l,m) . Thus, pairs of eigen-
values and eigenmodes can be generated for a three-dimen-
sional model of the AFL cavity. The number of eigen-solu-
tions E is chosen depending on the frequency. It is chosen in 
a way that the highest modal wavenumber k

n
 does not exceed 

the triple of the acoustic wavenumber [18]. Cavity recesses 
caused by inwardly protruding stiffeners or components of 
the microphone array are neglected. The resolution of the 
element nodes at the cavity boundaries should be chosen in a 
way that the mean element edge length L is smaller than the 
smallest half-wavelength that occurs on the structure. Con-
sequently L is frequency-dependent. It is chosen to be con-

stant and a fraction of L . The eigenmodes �
n
∈ ℝ

N

(

L

L
+1

)

×1 
calculate according to the sound soft boundary condition:

(2)
(

�2D −�2D
(

�2D
)2
)

�2D
= 0.

(3)k
n
=

√

(

�2D
l

)2

c2
+

(

m�

L

)2

.

(4)�
n(l,m) = �2D

l
⊗ sin

(

m𝜋�

L

)

.

Fig. 4  Sound pressure distri-
bution from absolute values 
of frequency response data; 
this forms the basis for the 
subsequent inverse calculation; 
frequency 90 Hz; color bar in 
units of [Pa/V]
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Again, the index n is assigned to pre-sorted wavenum-
ber eigenvalues k

n
 of the three-dimensional cavity model. 

�2D
l

∈ ℝ
N×1 represents an eigenmode in the l‘th column of �2D . 

⊗ represents the outer product and  � ∈ ℝ

(

L

L
+1

)

×1 comprises a 

sampled version of the coordinate x with sampling interval L:

Hence, one can be sure that the resolution in x-direction 
matches the element edge length L of the two-dimensional 
model. Through selection of M measurement nodes and 
B boundary nodes in �

n
 the acoustic transfer matrix � is 

given with:

Here, � and k are the circular frequency and the wave-
number. The complex number is defined with j =

√

−1 . 

The density of air is labeled with � . �̂
n
∈ ℝ

M

(

L

L
+1

)

×1 

and �̌
n
∈ ℝ

B

(

L

L
+1

)

×1 result, if just measurement nodes or 
boundary nodes are taken into account. For the purpose of 
inverse reconstruction of particle velocity, singular value 
decomposition of � according to [35] gives:

Here, the mathematical operator (…)
H produces a com-

plex conjugate matrix. � ∈ ℂ
M×M and �H ∈ ℂ

B×B represent 
unitary matrices comprising so-called singular modes in 
their columns. Singular values are available on the diago-
nal of � ∈ ℝ

M×B . For over-determined systems of equa-
tions considered here, the pseudoinverse �† according to 
[36] calculates with:

Inserting Eq. (7) in Eq. (8) yields:

This equation generates an inverse propagator for the 
reconstruction of particle velocities � at cavity boundaries 
of the AFL based on the measured sound pressures in �:

Equation  (10) is ill-posed because it contains small 
values on the main diagonal of �T� . This amplifies the 
measurement errors in � , which are interpreted by Eq. (10) 
as physically meaningful. It is possible to suppress error 
amplification by regularization procedures like Tik-
honov’s regularization in [37]. Therefore, numerical noise 

(5)� =

[

0, L, 2L, … , L − L, L
]T

.

(6)� = −j
2𝜔𝜚

L

E
∑

n=1

�̂
n
�̌T

n
(

k2
n
− k2

) .

(7)� = ���H.

(8)�† =
(

�H�
)−1

�H.

(9)�† = �
(

�T�
)−1

�T�H.

(10)� = �†�.

represented by small singular values in �T� and associ-
ated singular modes is attenuated using the regularization 
parameter � . Thus, the smoothed solution �̃ is given with:

It is important to note that smoothing always is accom-
panied by biases. With an appropriate value of � , one tries 
to find a balance between these two influencing factors. A 
procedure of finding a � that suits the expected solution is 
the L-curve method, documented in [38]. This method makes 
use of a double logarithmic visualization of the Euclidean 
solution norm �̃(𝜇) against the residual norm ���H�̃(𝜇) − � , 
where the transition between over-smoothing and error ampli-
fication is chosen to define � . This procedure is also used in 
the following chapter for the purpose of regularization.

4  Results

Results are presented in two steps. First, inversely recon-
structed particle velocities and measured structural veloci-
ties are displayed above the floor of the AFL. The latter 
are measured by the German Aerospace Centre using laser 
Doppler vibrometry with a measurement resolution com-
parable to that in Sect. 2.1. Second, the active sound inten-
sity is evaluated on the boundaries of the entire cavity.

4.1  Inverse particle velocity vs. measured structural 
velocity

To compare inverse results with measurements, real parts 
of velocities normal to floor panels are presented for two 
different frequencies on a photograph in Figs. 5 and 6. 
The photograph is taken from the rear wedges towards 
the front (see Fig. 2). The cylindrical structure is excited 
into vibration from the outside with an electromagnetic 
shaker placed on the left in the direction of the front door 
at the level of the floor panels. To present the deviation 
between measured and inversely reconstructed data, the 
root mean square of velocities over all measurement posi-
tions is given in Fig. 7. Accordingly, the smoothing effect 
of � in Eq. (11) is noticeable below 220 Hz.

All the data displayed are normalized to the reference volt-
age signal of the force sensor in the impedance head of type 
PCB 288D01. The amplitudes of the measurements and the 
calculations agree well. Inverse results provide “smoother” 
velocity fields compared to the measurement data, because 
acoustic modes with low-phase velocity are smoothed by 
Eq. (11). As already mentioned, this regularization step cre-
ates a compromise between falsification and smoothing. At 

(11)�̃ = �
(

�T� + 𝜇2I
)−1

�T�H�.
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a frequency of 260 Hz, the propagation of structural waves 
from the point of excitation is visible.

4.2  Sound intensity on cavity boundaries

The validation of the NAH based on FEM comparing the 
structural and reconstructed particle velocity is followed 
by the evaluation of the active sound intensity. This in turn 
provides valuable information about present sources of 
noise in the AFL cabin. The calculation of the necessary 
boundary sound pressures is carried out via the acoustic 

transfer matrix in Eq. (6). Results are again related to the 
reference signal. In Fig. 8, the sound intensities perpen-
dicularly directed to the boundaries are displayed at the 
frequency of 121 Hz. Accordingly, a large proportion of 
sound energy (in yellow) enters the cavity near the point of 
excitation, but “phantom” sources also occur. Both effects 
strongly depend on the frequency considered. According 
to Sect. 4.8.4 in [39], the sound intensities can be aver-
aged over time and third octave bands, which is shown 
in Fig. 9. With increasing frequency, the amplitude max-
ima of sound intensities concentrate at the point of force 

Fig. 5  Comparison at 80 Hz of a measured structural velocities and b inversely calculated particle velocities on the surface of the floor panels in 
linear scale; the real part of the normal velocity component is depicted on a photograph of the AFL cabin; color bar in units of  [10–4 m/Vs]

Fig. 6  Comparison at 260 Hz of a measured structural velocities and b inversely calculated particle velocities on the surface of the floor panels 
in linear scale; the real part of the normal velocity component is depicted on a photograph of the AFL cabin; color bar in units of  [10–4 m/Vs]
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excitation, while the transition from global to local energy 
transport is noticeable, which is in accordance with obser-
vations made in [31]. Nevertheless, in part (b), one could 
not find the excitation point, due to phantom sources. With 
increasing frequency, the response on floor panels domi-
nates the transmission of acoustic energy, which is to be 
expected, since no insulation material covers that region.

In the example presented in Fig. 8, the number meas-
urement nodes M  is chosen with 3055, which is kept 
constant over all frequencies, since this is the total num-
ber of measurement positions. However, the number of 
boundary nodes B , the number of degrees of freedom 
N  and the number of considered eigen-solutions E are 
frequency-dependent. At the frequency of 121 Hz, the 
method in Sect. 3 inversely calculates the sound intensity 
with B = 1739, N  = 648 and E = 426, which results in a 

post-processing time of 10 s using a desktop PC with 
32 GB RAM and a tenth generation i7 processor.

5  Conclusion

An experimental application of the FEM-based NAH for 
reconstructing sound field quantities at the boundaries of 
a full-scale fuselage structure is realized. Measurement 
of the inner sound pressure field and acoustic transfer 
functions of a two-dimensional finite element model in 
combination with a one-dimensional standing wave are 
utilized. After checking the inverse results against vibro-
meter measurements, a complete picture of the noise trans-
mission through the cabin wall is obtained by determin-
ing the time-averaged sound intensity upon the surface of 

Fig. 7  Root mean square of the 
measured structural velocities 
and of the inversely recon-
structed particle velocities over 
all measurement points on the 
floor panels

Fig. 8  Perpendicularly directed time-averaged sound intensities; a three-dimensional view; b two-dimensional view; frequency 121 Hz; the point 
of excitation is marked by a cross; color bar in units of  [10–6 W/m2V2]
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insulation material covering the primary structure and on 
floor panels up to a frequency of 300 Hz. The method is 
applied in a reflective acoustic environment, while keep-
ing a reasonable measurement time of approximately one 
hour. This can be advantageous compared to other meth-
ods of sound source determination. The scenario presented 
is based on the assumptions that a single source is pre-
sent, generating a stationary sound field. Even with that 
simplification locations of dominant sound sources vary 
depending on the frequency. Nevertheless, sound intensity 
maps in one-third octave bands can reveal the location 
of sound sources especially at higher frequencies where 
the structure allows a more local transmission of acoustic 
energy in the cabin.
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